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On top of Erg Chigaga, the highest sand dune in Morocco / Iuliana Marchian
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Our two-camel caravan 
walked constantly along 
the Ouad Mhasser Valley 

- a reddish, dry and rocky valley that 
connected the Jbel Bani Mountains 
(part of the Anti Atlas Massif in the 
southeastern part of Morocco) and the 
Sahara Desert (at the border between 
Morocco and Algeria). Mohammed (our 
guide) and Meriem (a Moroccan girl 
from Casablanca) walked behind the 
camels. After we crossed the Tighrghrin 
Oasis, I climbed on top of a camel led 
by Lahssen (the camel keeper). I had 
to save my physical strength which 
was considerably diminished by the 
overwhelming heat.

The mirage of sandy deserts and the 
majestic resistance of the camels had 
always fascinated me. I did everything I 
could to go to a desert and ride camels. 
A short, hyper-touristic tour to the sand 
dunes near Dubai hadn’t pleased me at 
all. While the negativity of some friends 
regarding tragedies and the difficulty 
of desert routes hadn’t discouraged me 
either. I yearned for something deeper, 
remoter, and therefore more authentic 
and fulfilling.

Before I flew to Morocco in September, 
I contacted Mohamed - a guide 
recommended by some friends. We 
planned a trekking route that ran from 
the Jbel Bani Mountains to the Sahara 
Desert -including an ascent on top 
of the highest dune in Morocco - Erg 
Chegaga. 60 kilometres in total, four 
days away from civilization, a small 
camel caravan, sleeping in tents, no 
showers - a moderate route in terms 
of difficulty. However, we had to trek it 
during the day and temperatures would 
be high. 
 
As I approached the southern part 
of Morocco, it was getting hot and I 
sweated constantly. A day before the 
start of the trek, I had food-poisoning 
after I had eaten camel meat in the 
small town of N-Kob. In the evening, 
when I arrived at the camping site in 
Zagora (the last city before the desert), 
I didn’t feel well at all. To top it all, I 
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was feeling all the anxiety before the great 
adventure right in my stomach. I had only 
one chance to explore that part of Sahara. 

The following day at noon, Mohamed picked 
up me and Meriem with a jeep from Zagora. 
We went to the Faija plateau, somewhere 
between Zagora and Foun Zguid towns. 
There, Lahssen was waiting for us with the 
camels in the shade of the only tree in the 
area. We started to climb a steep footpath 
amidst big boulders when the heat was at 
its peak. I hadn’t eaten appropriately in the 
past days and I was hiking slowly. The water 
in the bottles was hot and it didn’t appease 
our thirst. The camels were walking steadily 
and overtook me halfway up the slope. 
After an hour of hike, we reached the Oum 
Laachar Pass from where we saw the desert 
in front of us.

I was exhausted and decided to ride a 
camel on the descent along the Oued 
Lemhasser valley. Camels usually stand 
up unexpectedly. On top of their hump, I 
had to be careful to not fall down off the 
saddle while they were moving fast. A 
camel’s swing is pretty odd and irregular 
while walking. As the mountain trail was 
quite rugged, I had to focus and sit still 
in the saddle. This way I forgot about my 
indigestion, the thirst, or the fear I wouldn’t 
cope with a 4-day trek. The anxiety in my 
stomach disappeared like a miracle. Then 
I realized I was living my dream – riding 
a camel through the desert. At dusk, we 
pitched a traditional Berber tent nearby 
the only water source in the area - a 
fountain built of stone in the middle of the 
wilderness.

The second day of the trek, we had to 
hike approximately 20 kilometres through 
infinite scenery to the foot of the Erg 
Chegaga dunes. I rode the camel as much 
as possible along the Ouad Mhasser Valley. 
I had to bear the pain of an awkward sitting 
position on the camel though. The road 
snaked amidst enormous boulders so I had 
to let my body swing back and forth with the 
camel’s walk. This way I saved energy and 
got off the camel only when the trail was too 
steep.

The Ouad Mhasser Valley slightly descended 
from the Jbel Bani Mountains to the border 
between Morocco and Algeria, where the 
Sahara Desert started. It was a long and 
wide valley, completely dry in October. 
After a few hours of riding the camel, I 

learned how to hold the saddle with 
only one hand. I took pictures with the 
other hand while my body was freely 
swaying with the camel’s natural gait. 
From the camel's saddle, I admired the 
fascinating wilderness of the reddish and 
arid scenery. An orange dot painted on 
stones here and there marked the route 
of ‘Marathon du Sable’.

At the end of the Ouad Mhasser Valley, 
we stopped at the nomads’ camp called 
Afrokh (which means ‘Oasis’ in Berber). 
Five children played around a woman 
carrying a baby at her back. She invited 
us to have a glass of tea made on a 
wood fire. Surrounded by children who 
curiously stared at me, I understood 
why I was struggling in unbearable 
temperatures on top of a camel with an 
uncomfortable saddle. All the difficulties 
disappeared right away. We witnessed 
how bread was baked in an earth oven 
directly on the ground. We tasted a 

little butter and goat milk, dried figs, 
and freshly baked bread dipped in olive 
oil - a simple, authentic snack. By mid-
afternoon, we continued our ride until 
we arrived at the foot of the Erg Chegaga 
chain and camped amidst the brownish, 
sandy dunes.

On the third day of the trek, Mohammed 
woke me up and we climbed on top of 
the dunes early in the morning. The night 
wind still blew lightly while the morning 
temperatures were pretty low compared 
to the daytime ones. Even though Erg 
Chegaga was only 300 metres high, the 
ascent was tedious and we regularly sank 
in the delicate sand ridge that led to the 
rooftop of the desert. A step forward, 
two steps back – a rule of thumb in the 
desert. 

We sat on the top of Morocco's highest 
sand dune at dawn. We saw the reddish 
sun rising amidst the velvet dunes. Only 

Our small camel caravan along the Ouad Mhasser Valley / Iuliana Marchian

The nomads encampment at Afrokh / Iuliana Marchian
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Iuliana is a passionate travel writer, blogger, and local tour guide based in Sibiu, Romania. Her life motto 
is simple: “We live only to discover beauty. All else is a form of waiting” (Khalil Gibran). Iuliana likes to 
travel at a slow pace and to remoter places. Riding a camel amidst sand dunes in a desert, that’s the 
moment she feels authentic. She has specialized in the Balkan /Middle Eastern countries, showcasing in 
her work remoter places of these regions.

www.travelingauthentic.com

something really sublime could have 
determined me to wake up at 5 a.m. But 
in the kingdom of the sands, I was happy 
to do that. Everything had a different 
meaning. A new dimension called and 
motivated me. It gave me the power to do 
something I wouldn’t have done in other 
circumstances.

Surrounded by wild and unspoilt nature, 
it seemed natural to not have a shower 
for four days, to sleep in a tent shaken by 
winds at night, to bear 40 Celsius degrees 
over the day for four consecutive days, 
to heroically ride on top of a camel hump 
for hours. On top of Erg Chigaga, all my 
doubts and fears completely disappeared. 
I knew I would resist the difficulty of the 
trek for two more days. It didn’t matter 
anymore how much I struggled to get 
there. I was living my dream.

Once we climbed down from Erg Chigaga, 
we packed our tents, loaded the camels, 
and headed to another group of dunes 
called Bogarne. We rode the camels all 
day long. It was hot but I and Meriem had 
already gotten used to the restless camels 
and the high temperatures. The extreme 
conditions persisted but I embraced every 
moment to the fullest. I remembered I 
was there to fully live a little of the desert 
life. When I sweated abundantly or the 
sun burned me, I covered my face with 
a shawl as the Berber women did. In the 
evening, I gazed at the sunset from the 
top of a dune and admired the desert that 
stretched its infinite sand forms to the 
horizon.

The last day of the trek, we left the sand 
dunes behind and went south through 
a flat and endless terrain without any 
shade or breeze. An over-whelming heat 
sharply increased with every step we 
took forward. The harsh sun excessively 
burned and I got tired of simply riding the 
camel. Before the start of a sand storm, 
we glimpsed a huge flock of wild camels 
at the horizon.

When we reached the end of an off-
road, 10 kilometres from M-Hamid town, 
Mohamed succeeded in sending an SMS 
to tell his partners where to pick us up 
with a jeep. We waited under a fiery 
acacia tree for many hours and somehow 
sheltered from the sand storm. A man 
with a two-meter-long blue turban 
wrapped around his head (Mohamed’s 
partner) eventually found us and gave us 
a ride to the border town of M'Hamid late 
in the afternoon.

In the evening, I was taking a shower in 
the campsite set among palm trees in 
M’Hamid. While the water was flowing on 
me, I recalled the last days spent in the 
desert. If you dream of something, no 
matter how difficult it is, you can manifest 
it. It is already within you. The how and 
the when aren't important. You only have 
to do something to achieve it. Then adapt, 
go with the flow, enjoy the adventure. The 
water from the shower continued to flow 
on my skin while my body, soul, and mind 
were climbing sand dunes and riding a 
camel.

A generous lunch in the Moroccan desert / Iuliana Marchian

Riding camels to the Bogarne sand dunes/ Iuliana Marchian

Baking bread in the nomads camp, Afrokh / Iuliana Marchian
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